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Complete the table below with the most suitable words: 

Adjective: Comparative Form: Superlative Form:
angry angrier 1.
2. worse worst
beautiful 3. most beautiful
big bigger 4.
5. more bitter most bitter 
clean 6. cleanest
clever cleverer 7.
8. more common most common
complete 9. most complete
dangerous more dangerous 10.
early earlier earliest
11. easier easiest
excellent 12. most excellent
exciting more exciting 13.
14. more famous most famous 
fast 15. fastest
fat fatter 16.
17. more fortunate most fortunate 
funny 18. funniest
happy happier 19.
20. more honest most honest 
hot 21. hottest
long longer 22.
23. more modern most modern
nice 24. nicest
patient more patient 25.
26. more peaceful most peaceful 
perfect 27. most perfect
rich richer 28.
29. rougher roughest
slim 30. slimmest
strange stranger 31.
32. stricter strictest
sure 33. surest
surprising more surprising 34.
35. taller tallest
usual 36. most usual
wide wider 37.
wise 38. wisest
39. younger 40.
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Answers: 

Adjective: Comparative Form: Superlative Form:
angry angrier angriest
bad worse worst
beautiful more beautiful most beautiful 
big bigger biggest
bitter more bitter most bitter 
clean cleaner cleanest
clever cleverer cleverest
common more common most common
complete more complete most complete
dangerous more dangerous most dangerous 
early earlier earliest
easy easier easiest
excellent more excellent most excellent 
exciting more exciting most exciting 
famous more famous most famous 
fast faster fastest
fat fatter fattest
fortunate more fortunate most fortunate 
funny funnier funniest
happy happier happiest
honest more honest most honest 
hot hotter hottest
long longer longest
modern more modern most modern
nice nicer nicest
patient more patient most patient 
peaceful more peaceful most peaceful 
perfect more perfect most perfect 
rich richer richest
rough rougher roughest
slim slimmer slimmest
strange stranger strangest
strict stricter strictest
sure surer surest
surprising more surprising most surprising
tall taller tallest
usual more usual most usual 
wide wider widest
wise wiser wisest
young younger youngest


